















































































































































































































Egil enquired where in town Arinbjorn lived
freely; in rimur style
E
mp
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It was told him, and he rode there
ho
mp
num that vathsag han reith han garth i gar
&
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
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&‹ ∑ And now you will decide what to do, if you want to help me in any way∑
en
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Brooding; with an 
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Egil, now you must 
Nu
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skal tu, Eg ill
3
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Slightly slower; with trepidation
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I lead here this man...
Eg
p






spiccato e col legno
f
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spiccato e col legno
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spiccato e col legno
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Why are you so bold as to dare to come to see me, Egill?
var stu svo dar fjur,
3
Eg ill? ath thu thor thir a far a ath
3
fund minn? Ley
We parted on such bad terms last time
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switch to  B ﬂat clarinet
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I have travelled on the sea-god's steed
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to visit the one who sits in command of the English land
f
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tu, kon un gur lei
bid Egil    
ða Eg il
&‹ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
?
Át
You cannot expect anything but to die here
p
tu en gis an
3
nars af von en þú
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I will neither hear his words nor see him
eg ei gi hey ra
f
orth hans og ei gi sjá hann
pp
∑
&‹ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
?
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
You must not kill Egil by night                           
ei
p
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be cause killing by night is murder
pp






ra Ar in bj örn
3
sem þú bi ður
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Egil shall live tonight
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My advice is for you to stay awake and make a poem in praise of King Eirik
Faster; freely; speech-rhythm
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